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Welcome!
Welcome to the third edition
of Aston WORLD!

As you can see: lots to report
on!
The combination of new
and existing customer news
mixed with staff training and
success stories is proof of
our commitment to:
Developing our people to
enhance your business.
If you have any comment or
ideas for future content –
please contact Kieran Coe at
kieran@kc-marketing.co.uk

Santa comes to Doncaster!
Holidays are coming!

has resulted in one of the busiest
days in our history, with more than
38,000 people visiting the centre.
“A lot of hard work and planning
went into making the day a success
and thanks to Aston Services
Group’s outstanding support on
security and cleaning, everything
went smoothly and our customers
had a safe and fantastic time.
Lakeside Village hosted the
famous Coca Cola Truck on
Sunday 26th November and
brought with it much festive
cheer for crowds with nearly
40,000 people visiting the
shopping outlet
John Magee, centre manager at
Lakeside Village, said: “The Coca
Cola Truck’s visit to Lakeside Village

“Aston Services Group is a valued
partner of Lakeside Village. Their
knowledge and expertise within the
retail environment is outstanding from security through to customer
service. Without their support
we simply couldn’t deliver the
outstanding range of services and
facilities our centre is so well known
for.”
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Update on Lotus Pro
Further to the recent successful trial of the Lotus Pro Aqueous Ozone system
and as part of our continued desire to deliver best practice to our clients, we
are now in the process of undertaking further roll outs of the system.
The latest site is a brand new,
highly prestigious office building
in central Manchester which is
currently being occupied and will
house around 3,500 users at full
occupation in early 2018.
Following another successful
demonstration and in line with
tenant aspirations for a chemical
free cleaning service provision
we have recently installed this
innovative, high capacity compact
unit which is way ahead of its time,
taking environmental commercial
cleaning to a new level.
Patented technology recreates
ozone – nature’s cleaner – straight
from the tap. Cold tap water is
mixed with a stabiliser and oxygen
filtered from the outside air.
The water is then charged with
electricity to create Stabilised

Aqueous Ozone = H2O +O3, a
powerful, natural sanitised cleaning
solution.
The Stabilised Aqueous Ozone
solution is attracted to dirt and
grime and cleans immediately,
wiping out pathogens and
contaminants through oxidization
with little contact time. Aqueous
Ozone is proven to kill MRSA, H1N1,
E.Coli and Staph up to 99.99% of
the time, significantly reducing
the risk of infection. The natural
solution also sanitises surfaces
virtually instantly and more
powerful than chlorine but just like
water, you could drink it, spill it, get
it on your skin with no side effects
whatsoever.

One Glass Wharf, Bristol
Aston Services Group are proud to announce
the recent award of the cleaning and associated
services contract to One Glass Wharf in Bristol
which is a landmark five-storey office building
located in the city centre.
Constructed with the highest sustainability
standards, the property features a timeless design,
exceptional amenities, efficient floor plates, abundant
light and air, and unmatched views at one of the best
waterfront locations in Bristol.
One Glass Wharf is located within Temple Quay
Central, which forms part of the wider development
scheme known as the Temple Quarter Enterprise
Zone.
The building houses a number of key businesses
including one of the country’s leading independent
law firms and we are responsible for delivering a high
quality, customer focused cleaning service solution to
meet the requirements of the high profile tenants.
Alistair Clayton, Commercial Director said, “We
were successful in gaining this contract through
our transparency, innovation, commitment and our

overall understanding of the challenges faced. Our
unquestioned enthusiasm to be involved with such
a prestigious, renowned landmark building coupled
with our people first and innovative approach gave
confidence for the award to the client.
One Glass Wharf is an integral step in our organic
growth plans as it further cements our presence in
the South West region’’
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Aston Services Group
sponsor the BIBAs
BIBAs a great success!
Run by the North and Western
Lancashire Chamber of
Commerce, the BIBAs is the ‘the
one they all want to win’. Held at
the Tower Ballroom, Blackpool
on Friday 15th September, the
Be Inspired Business Awards
were attended by over a 1000
business people from all over
Lancashire. The event was
hosted by Nigel Havers (of
Chariots of Fire / Coronation
Street fame) and he announced
19 awards on the night. Alistair
Clayton, Commercial Director at
Aston Services Group (who were
category sponsors), presented
the winner of the Family
Business of the year to The
Wayfarer, Parbold.

Cleansweep /
Giant
Karcher Training Day... Pumpkin!
As part of our ongoing
commitment to ‘’developing our
people to enhance your business’’
ethos we were delighted to
be hosted by our machinery
supply partner, Cleansweep, at
Karcher UK’s fantastic new head
office facility in Banbury.

A number of operational
management, site managers and
senior directors spent a very
insightful and interesting day with
Steve & Gabs from Cleansweep &
Nigel, head of training at Karcher
UK.
Nigel has been with Karcher
for 26 years and his depth of
knowledge was immense and he
was superb in sharing key facets
of his knowledge and insight into
achieving the best performance
from our Karcher fleet.
Everybody who took part in the
day found it really enjoyable and
we all took positives from the day
- such was the success of the day
that the next training day is being
organised already!!
Thanks again Steve, Gabs & Nigel a true partnership at work!!

Halloween decorations - on an
industrial scale!
We have recently decorated
our customer Port Arcades
Shopping Centre, Ellesmere
Port with a giant pumpkin
balloon for Halloween.
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People in the news
Employee of the Month

More great service
rewarded at the
Ridings, Wakefield
Photograph shows Joe
Lettice, Security Officer
at The Ridings, Wakefield,
receiving his certificate
and voucher for Employee
of the Month from SaraJane Elliot, Soft Services
Manager, Aston Services
Group.

Great work
rewarded at
The Ridings
Photograph shows Diane
Brearley, Customer
Services at The Ridings,
Wakefield, receiving her
Employee of the Month
Certificate and voucher
from Sara-Jane Elliot, Soft
Services Manager, Aston
Services Group
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Stronger Together Developing the Brand
The second Aston Services Group staff conference was
held at Allied London’s offices, Old Granada Studios.
Starting with a guided tour
around the Spinningfields
estate, which Aston Services
are contracted to clean, the
staff were shown the size and
prestigious nature of the site
including the highly impressive
No 1 Spinningfields and wooden
framed Ivy restaurant which is
nearing completion.
The team building day then
continued with presentations
from James Wheeler, Managing
Director (company overview)
and Alistair Clayton, Commercial

Director (strategic growth)
Group activities then focused on
the value of successful ‘brands’
and how these characteristics
and reputations could reflect
upon and help to develop Aston
Services Group brand.
After further presentations from
Tom Bowskill, Aston Services
Group Financial Controller and
Richard Ellis, Aston Maintenance,
teams of three or four headed
off to various Break Out rooms
throughout Manchester to

The winning Breakout team – left to right:
Tom Bowskill, Richard Ellis, Gemma Walkin and Kieran Coe.

continue the team building
process in a fun but challenging
environment.
Breakout Manchester gives
teams 60 minutes to escape from
rooms containing clues, puzzles
and conundrums.
The day was a huge success
and testament to Aston’s
commitment to developing the
best culture for business growth.
The next event is scheduled for
Christmas – watch this space!
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Aston Services Group are delighted to confirm their
award of the Galleries Shopping Cenre in Wigan.
The Galleries Shopping
Centre is located in the
heart of Wigan town
centre and it boasts
over 60 high street and
independent stores.
Its unique combination
of covered malls and
external walkways sets
it apart from other
traditional shopping
centres. The attractive
vibrant retail offer
is complimented by
numerous cafes and
restaurants as well as
The Primary Care Trust
drop in centre with an
annual footfall of over 7
million visitors.
The Marketgate Shopping Centre
also forms part of The Galleries
Shopping Centre complex along
with the Makinson Arcadewhich
is a magnificent Victorian Arcade
dating back to the 1890’s,
Makinson Arcade is the home of
household names and an array of
independent retailers who occupy
a vast range of fascinating shops.
If you’re looking for contemporary
style in traditional surroundings,
the stained glass facades lead
visitors down this charming arcade.
Aston Services Group were
delighted to be entrusted with
the delivery of the cleaning and
manned guarding services to this
impressive centre in the heart of
Wigan.
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Northern Region win
Aston Services Group has successfully won the tender to deliver manned
guarding, cleaning and associated services to the Northern Region of the
Edinburgh House portfolio.
Edinburgh House Estates
(EHE) is a privately owned
property company focused
on imaginative, innovative and
proactive management of its
assets and their UK portfolio
currently consists of a nationwide distribution of assets with
a sector focus on retail and in
particular 17 Shopping Centres.
The 4 centres include Carlton

Lanes in Castleford which
we have serviced for over 5
years now and the Newgate
Centre in Bishop Auckland. The
tender process was extremely
competitive and we were
naturally delighted with the
award of the northern region.
Alistair Clayton, Commercial
Director, commented ‘’We would
like to thank Edinburgh House

for their continued recognition
of the strong levels of service
delivery and customer support
which we have and will continue
to provide. To be awarded a
further 3 centres is a testament
to the ongoing hard work and
commitment displayed by not
only our site teams but also by
our support management team.’’
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Industrial News

Project: Horwich Leisure Centre
Main Contractor: Willmott Dixon
Value: £29,000

Project: Graphene Engineering & Innovation Centre,
Manchester University
Main Contractor: Laing O’Rourke
Value: £26,900

This project started off as a normal builder and sparkle clean to the
full leisure centre. However, we ended up undertaking additional works
including a manual pool clean, where one of our operatives had to strip
down to their underwear and get into the pool itself to ensure every
area of the building was spotless prior to hand over.
Once the project was completed we took on some daily cleaning until
handover to keep on top of the building.
Our Industrial team faced challenges throughout this project, such
as high-level cleaning above the pools and reacting to unforeseen
changes and timescale demands. However, all works were completed
to the highest standards and the customer was delighted.

As part of Aston Industrial we offer a cabin / welfare clean in the early
stages of any project. This comprises of a single cleaner for typically 3
hours a day, who undertakes a daily clean to all the site office facilities
during the project build / refurbishment.
This is a crucial part of building and growing our relationship with both
our customer and the site management team as the main contract
works such as the builders, sparkle and final clean tends to follow on
from this initial relationship.
This site is currently in its early stages and is due to be ready for the
first clean in July 2018 by our Industrial cleaners following on from the
relationship we have built over the past 59 weeks.

Next Issue
Homeless in Manchester
Two major contract awards
Stronger Together part 3
Aston Corporate Video
Project: Owen Street, Manchester
Main Contractor: Renaker Build
Value: £595,000

More people in the news
More Industrial and Maintenance stories

Aston Industrial’s latest contract is the single highest worth project
ever secured with a contract value of £595,000.
“Owen Street is a ground-breaking development bringing new levels of
sophistication to the heart of the city centre. Four sleek glazed towers
will reach as high as 64 storeys, providing 1508 luxury apartments
and exclusive penthouses, some featuring private winter gardens.
The scheme will incorporate high end residents’ facilities including
25m swimming pool, indoor tennis court, 1,900 sq. ft. gymnasium,
leisure suite, beauty rooms, cinema, dance studio, dedicated resident’s
lounges and relaxation areas. There will also be a “Residents Only”
rooftop garden with private bar and catering facilities. Construction is
well underway with the first tower due for completion in Spring 2019”
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